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Introduction 

The phenotype of an organism is determined by        
the expression of its genes, which is modified by the          
environment. Crick outlined the central dogma of       
biology (Crick, 1958, 1970), explaining the flow of        
information from genes to proteins, the carrier being the         
RNA. The sum of the RNA molecules in a given time           
point, called the transcriptome characterizes the cell in        
which they were expressed. RNA-seq has become a        
ubiquitous tool used for analysing the quantitative       
changes of gene expression between experimental      
groups (differential gene expression or DGE) (Young et        
al., 2012) or during longitudinal sampling of       
microorganisms and tissues (Hubbard et al., 2013). It        
allows the structural characterization of the      
transcriptome, uncovering alternative splicing events     
(Wang et al., 2008) and length isoforms (Depledge et al.,          
2019). It broadened our understanding of the regulation        
of gene expression by non-coding RNAs (Djebali et al.,         
2012; Morris and Mattick, 2014). Additionally, it is used         
to detect the increasing number of RNA modifications        
(Schaefer, Kapoor and Jantsch, 2017; Liu et al., 2019).         
The first instances of RNA sequencing took place during         
the early times of Sanger sequencing, also known as         
first-generation sequencing (Adams et al., 1991, 1995).       
This platform suffered from several technical difficulties       
due to sequencing length constraints and low throughput.        
Innovations in microfluidics and nanotechnology     
brought forward the next generation of sequencing       
platforms. These are capable of sequencing millions of        
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cDNA molecules at the same time (massively parallel        
sequencing), reducing the total time and cost of        
sequencing and enormously increasing the amount of       
output information. In contrast to first-generation      
platforms, the second generation is sensitive to the        
expression levels of splice isoforms and can be used to          
find novel genes and non-coding RNAs (Wang, Gerstein        
and Snyder, 2009). We are in the midst of the third           
revolution of sequencers, which are capable of producing        
long reads while maintaining high throughput. 

Pacific Biosciences developed a new platform      
based on previously explored concepts, but with the        
capability of sequencing single molecules, resulting in       
unprecedented read lengths. A new competitor in the        
sequencing industry is Oxford Nanopore Technologies.      
They based their approach on totally new grounds by the          
use of protein nanopores embedded in a synthetic        
membrane and electrical current detectors. 

Sequencing is preceded by RNA extraction and       
library preparation, both of which can introduce       
artefacts. Data pre-processing needs to filter these false        
products, while the analysis has to make sense of the          
huge amount of data produced by modern sequencers. 
 
The HSV-1: The herpes simplex virus type 1 is         
belonging to the Alphaherpesvirinae subfamily of the       
Herpesviridae. It is one of the most widespread viruses         
in the human population causing cold sores or in severe          
cases acute encephalitis. It has the ability to establish         
life-long latency in its host. The 152 kbp long linear,          
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double-stranded DNA genome of the HSV-1 is enclosed        
into an icosahedral capsid, wrapped into a lipid        
envelope. The viral genome consists of a Unique Long         
and a Unique Short region, both flanked by inverted         
repeat region (IRL and IRS) (Macdonald et al., 2012).         
The products of the 72 viral genes expressed during lytic          
infection were previously analysed by short-read      
sequencing (Rajcáni, Andrea and Ingeborg, 2004). 
 
The BoHV-1: A non-human pathogenic relative of the        
HSV-1 is the Bovine alphaherpesvirus type 1 (BoHV-1),        
affecting feedlot and dairy herds all over the world. The          
virus causes respiratory and fertility-related symptoms in       
cattle and is the main causative agent of infectious         
bovine rhinotracheitis (IBR) (Muylkens et al., 2007).       
The BoHV-1’s 135 kbp long double-stranded DNA       
genome has a high, 72% GC content, and is comprised          
of two unique sequences, the UL and the US, the latter           
being bracketed by inverted repeat regions (the internal        
INR and the terminal TRL repeats) (d’Offay, Fulton and         
Eberle, 2013). The 73 genes of the virus are mostly          
homologous to other alphaherpesvirus’ genes and their       
nomenclature follows that of the HSV-1’s. Two peculiar        
exceptions from this are the circ gene, which is common          
in Varicelloviruses, and the ul0.5, which is specific to         
BoHV-1 (Delhon et al., 2003). The kinetics of the         
BoHV-1 gene expression are similar to other       
alphaherpesviruses, giving rise to immediate-early (IE),      
early (E), and late (L) genes. IE genes regulate the viral           
gene expression, E genes initiate and direct replication,        
while L genes are involved in the virion morphogenesis. 
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The AcMNPV: The Autographa californica multiple      
nucleopolyhedrovirus (AcMNPV) is an insect virus from       
the Baculoviridae family (Blissard and Rohrmann,      
1990). It is widely used in recombinant protein        
expression systems as a gene delivery vector and as a          
biopesticide (Hu, 2005). Its 133 kbp double-stranded       
circular DNA genome harbours 156 tightly-spaced open       
reading frames. Viral gene expression is grouped into        
three distinct phases: early (E), late (L) and very late          
(VL). The promoter of early genes are homologous to         
the canonical TATA box and is recognised by the host’s          
transcription machinery, with a frequent transcriptional      
initiation site being a CAGT (the +1 nt is underlined)          
sequence, which is common among insects (Kogan,       
Chen and Blissard, 1995). L and VL genes, however, are          
transcribed by the virus’ own RNAP, and start at a very           
conserved TAAG (the +1 nt is underlined) motif also         
known as the late initiation sequence (LIS) (Garrity,        
Chang and Blissard, 1997).  

Epitranscriptomics is an ever-increasing field of      
study. In addition to the 7-methylguanylate (m7G) cap        
RNAs contain more than 60 other modified bases (Zhao,         
Roundtree and He, 2018), including other methylated       
bases, like m6A, m1A and m5C, the isomerised        
pseudouridine (Ψ) or the oxidized forms of m5C (hm5C)         
(Roundtree et al., 2017). Previous modification studies       
detected RNA methylation in simian virus-40 (Lavi and        
Shatkin, 1975), adenoviruses (Sommer et al., 1976) and        
the human alphaherpesvirus 1 (HSV-1) (Moss et al.,        
1977). Despite the wide range of known nucleotide        
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modifications, their functions are poorly understood.      
Several recent studies reported on the role of        
6-methyladenosine in the replication and virus-host      
interactions of the HIV-1 (Lichinchi et al., 2016;        
Tirumuru et al., 2016), and the RNA synthesis of         
Flaviviridae (Gokhale et al., 2016). Viral RNAs are        
methylated by the cell’s own methyltransferases present       
in both the cytoplasm and the nucleus (Gokhale et al.,          
2016) as well as viral methyltransferases (Ho, Gong and         
Shuman, 2001; Tao et al., 2013). No previous studies         
were focusing on the epitranscriptome of this       
widely-used viral agent. 
 
Aims 

In my thesis, I demonstrate the potential of        
long-read sequencing technologies in the analysis of       
viral transcriptomes, using three viruses studied by our        
group. Taking as an example the transcriptome of the         
HSV-1 I show the capability of third-generation       
sequencing technologies to explore the isoform diversity       
of viral RNAs and to compare the transcriptome        
structurally, the BoHV-1 will be used to indicate their         
suitability in the analysis of viral gene expression, while         
for the AcMNPV I will focus on their ability to detect           
RNA editing and modifications. Although these will be        
my points of convergents, for the sake of demonstration         
I will bring examples from other viruses studied by our          
group. 
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Materials and methods 
Viruses were propagated in appropriate cell lines,       

grown in conditions recommended by the cell line        
vendor. The infection was stopped in consecutive time        
points, and total RNA was extracted from the cell         
lysates. A fraction of HSV-1 and BoHV-1 samples        
underwent rRNA depletion, a fraction of HSV-1 and        
AcMNPV samples were cap-selected while another      
fraction from all three samples was poly(A) selected.        
PacBio IsoSeq libraries were prepared from the HSV-1        
and AcMNPV samples, MinION amplified full-length      
cDNA libraries and direct RNA libraries were prepared        
for all three viruses, while a non-amplified full-length        
cDNA library was prepared for a longitudinal expression        
analysis experiment for the BoHV-1, followed by       
sequencing on PacBio and MinION sequencers. 

The sequencing data was base called and       
pre-processed, followed by transcript isoform annotation      
using the LoRTIA software suite. Read abundances for        
the expression analysis of BoHV-1 genes and transcript        
isoforms were normalized using a modified version of        
the Median Ration Normalization of the DESeq2       
software suite (Wu et al., 2019). Nucleotide base        
modifications were detected using the Tombo software       
suite (Stoiber et al., 2016). 
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Results 
Annotating the viral transcriptome: We found a total        
of 182 novel putative mRNAs, 8 new ncRNAs, 53 new          
TSS and TES isoforms of the HSV-1 transcripts.        
Another potential of LRS technologies is the accurate        
detection of splice isoforms. Among many, we       
discovered new splice variants of the UL34-35 and the         
RL1-RL2 transcript. We identified 201 multigenic      
transcripts, many of which are polycistronic, while       
several are so-called complex transcripts overlapping      
antisense ORFs.  

The increased number of multigenic transcripts,      
TSS and TES isoforms results in several novel overlaps         
in the HSV-1 transcriptome. These overlaps are the        
result of read-through events between parallelly or       
convergently oriented transcripts, or the long 5’ UTRs of         
RNAs in divergent orientation. Practically all convergent       
genes produce overlaps caused by the RNAPII       
continuing its transcription for a short time following        
mRNA cleavage (Proudfoot, 2016). However, these      
residual RNA molecules are short-lived as exonucleases       
degrade them quickly. Another source of convergent       
overlaps is alternative termination and cleavage. We       
could observe transcripts produced by this phenomenon       
in low abundance in many HSV-1 genes.  
 
Analysis of the viral gene expression: Gene expression        
analysis was performed on the direct cDNA sequencing        
data of the BoHV-1 transcriptome. The abundance of        
TSSs with a TATA box shows a higher increase than          
those lacking a TATA box, the latter plateauing after 4h          
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p.i. Also, TESs with a canonical PAS have a higher          
increase in abundance, and at 12 h p.i. their number          
exceeds TESs without a PAS three-fold. Gene       
expression for the BoHV-1 follows the general pattern        
specific to alphaherpesvirus. We found that the viral        
genes create at least three temporal classes, in        
accordance with the previous classification used for       
alphaherpesviruses: IE, E and L. Genes (bicp0, bicp22)        
playing an essential role in viral transcription are        
expressed at the first hour of the infection. We found that           
CIRC, the mRNA of a myristylated tegument protein        
with unknown function (Fraefel, Ackermann and      
Schwyzer, 1994) is also expressed at this time point,         
suggesting a role in viral transcription or replication.        
Pokhriyal et al. reported (Pokhriyal et al., 2018) the         
immediate early expression of three genes (ul21, ul33        
and ul34) ought to be thought late. We could detect two           
of these (ul33 and ul34) to exhibit an early expression          
pattern, and in addition, found that 41 out of the 69           
analysed genes are already expressing at 2h p.i.,        
however, 66 only reach their maximum abundance       
following replication, suggesting that some early genes       
benefit from the onset of DNA replication. Twenty-three        
genes, including ul12, essential for the processing of the         
newly synthesised DNA and many structural      
components of the tegument and the capsid start their         
expression at 4h p.i. and continue to be expressed during          
the infection cycle. These represent the first wave of late          
genes and are encompassing the most abundant viral        
genes. The expression of only four of the viral genes          
seems to be dependent on DNA replication, with an         
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expression start following 4h p.i. These genes could be         
considered a second wave of the late genes, and encode          
structural components of the virion and proteins playing        
a role in the viral egress. 
 
Quantitative analysis of transcript isoforms Following      
transcript isoform annotation we evaluated their change       
in abundance. We observed heterogeneity in the       
expression of different isoform types. In the first hour of          
the infection, the transcriptome is composed of only        
monocistronic and spliced isoforms. However, starting      
from the second hour the isoform diversity increases        
dramatically, with alternatively terminating mRNAs     
being the only isoform type not appearing until 4h p.i.          
We detected a novel splice variant of UL40 the         
UL40-SP1, which results in a frameshift mutation and a         
putative protein with altered amino acid composition.       
The abundance of UL40-SP1 shows a constant and        
steady increase during the infection, while the       
non-spliced isoform, has a peak around 4-6h, after which         
it’s abundance decreases. Intriguingly, this decrease      
coincides with the increase in abundance of it’s spliced         
isoform. 
 
RNA modifications RNA modification detection was      
performed on the direct RNA sequencing data of AcMNPV         
using the Tombo software suite. After filtering the potential         
false-positive detections 319 putative 5mC sites mapped to        
the viral transcriptome. We detected a potential       
methylation consensus sequence: UUACCG (the     
modified base underlined), and we found that in general         
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5mCs were abundant in C and G-rich contexts. Twelve of          
the viral transcripts showed extensive methylation, with       
most of the modified Cs found in the ORFs. 
 
Discussion 

In my thesis, I discussed the use of LRS for the           
discovery and annotation of viral transcript isoforms, its        
capability for the characterization of gene expression,       
and the detection of RNA modifications. Our work on         
the HSV-1 transcriptome yielded a number of novel 5’         
and 3’ UTR isoforms, multigenic and non-coding RNAs.        
We show that as a result of these isoforms the viral           
transcriptome has a highly overlapping nature. We       
hypothesize that overlapping viral transcripts could have       
a regulatory effect on their neighbouring genes through        
transcriptional interference, similarly to which was      
demonstrated by others both in vivo and in vitro (Cullen,          
Lomedico and Ju, 1984; Martens, Laprade and Winston,        
2004; Hu et al., 2007). At the same time, the length of            
the UTRs can modulate post-transcriptional processing      
of the mRNA through cis-acting elements (Matoulkova       
et al., 2012), or even translation by the means of uORFs           
(Young and Wek, 2016; Lin et al., 2019). I emphasize          
the importance of the use of multiple library preparation         
techniques and platforms, and of read filtering, to        
eliminate possible RT or PCR artefacts (Cocquet et al.,         
2006; Balázs et al., 2019). 

The viral life cycle can be understood through the         
analysis of viral gene expression. In my thesis, I point          
out the superiority of LRS over NGS for the         
characterization of transcript isoforms and present our       
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study on the quantitation of BoHV-1 mRNAs.       
Non-amplified cDNA libraries were used to characterize       
the gene expression of the virus, which resembles a         
similar three-phased pattern to the canonical      
alphaherpesvirus gene expression derived from HSV-1.      
We show that TSSs and TESs with a cis-regulating         
element are in general highly expressed, while those        
lacking one are generally less expressed. We also point         
out that the presence of a TATA box will facilitate the           
expression of 5’ UTR isoforms, resulting in higher        
expression rates. We characterized the expression of the        
circ gene, which is expressed at equal levels as the          
canonical early transcripts, suggesting its potential      
function in the early phases of the viral life cycle. 

To broaden our understanding of the RNA        
modification of viruses we used ONTs direct RNA        
sequencing coupled with signal-level analysis. We      
detected abundant methylation of cytosines across the       
transcriptome of AcMNPV, especially in C and G-rich        
contexts, which is in concordance with previous studies        
(Yang et al., 2017). We also detected a potential signal          
for methylation, the UUACCG, however further studies       
are needed to validate this finding. Yang et al.         
demonstrated that 5mCs are facilitating mRNA export       
through the ALYREF adaptor in mammalian cells, while        
Boyne et al showed that the same gene plays a role in the             
export of viral mRNAs in Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated       
herpesvirus (Boyne, Colgan and Whitehouse, 2008).      
ALYREF is also present in invertebrates (Shi et al.,         
2017). We hypothesize that the extensive methylation of        
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Cs on the viral transcripts plays a role in their nuclear           
export and posttranscriptional modification.   
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